👹😈 The Antichrist and his vile Drug-Trade 😈👹

The sins of Greed and Pride abide within them. We’re told to love our neighbors like ourselves and
refrain from bearing false witness. With their hatred of the Christ, as it appears, these men regularly commit the
most-evil sins of which Christ heeded warning. Victory’s in the Eternal Flames that await them. Nonetheless,

we must orchestrate a defense, or they will capture enlightened souls and deliver them, into the dark abyss.

It's not exclusively the U.S. who's under relentless attacks in the unethical drug-trade. We must observe
problematic issues of concern, in Europe as well. The European Union's been arduous in its pursuit, to eradicate
the freedoms and cultures of all Europe’s Nation's; by dismantling national sovereignty
Without allowing a logical timespan for the multitudinous of ethnicity’s and cultures to commence
unification for the first time in many millennia, the financial elite (so-called elite; elite in what? Simply not thought, just money?)
commencement of the E.U; signed new laws bringing Asians and N. Africans into Europe. This took place in
the 1990’s against the will of the people. Here we witness the inaugural moment of this Union being far from a
union of the European peoples. Moreover, we witness globalists, international corporations, international
bankers, and ridiculous groups such as Freemasonry allying themselves together and with the Zionist Congress
who’ve longed through their history to enslave all white Christian Europeans. (or coming from a Christian Heritage).
As the millennia dawned, culminating from these actions, new sub-cultures arose. This resulted in an
upsurge of drugs and violence. On the contrary, and much unfortunate to the Zionists and/or the chief members
in the E.U; for the most part, these immigrants were assimilated into the culture of their hosting Nations. This
level of immigration was welcomed and enjoyed by many Europeans, but remember, these are mostly countries
with low populations. (except Germany).

The 20th century was the clear interval in humanities history which the Jew had returned, and grew to
his most dominance state in his existence. Once in control, the 20th century was the most destructive period ever
documented into the history books. After securing power over nations through bank ownership: Over 100
million Christians were murdered, as a cause of the Jew’s false-witness and trickery. Regarding those history
books; A foundation built upon lies of absolute status within great degree became the new civilizations upon the
Earth. As the 20th century was nearing its pass, occurring within the 1990’s as Bill Clinton was President of the
U.S.A; there was one last vile action, an unjustified war which nobody could take pride in victory. A war which
alike to many others, had the citizens of hosting countries being told almost the exact opposite guidelines of
events, thereupon, the actions and deceit of which were truly unfolding.

As war in Bosnia had come to pass, we would know the veracious behavior which defined N.A.T.O.
Once again the Jew, used the Christian’s money, to finance the Muslim killing of Christians.
⚜⚜⚜ Bold lies seemingly effortless to portray, 📺 well-aware of the people’s beliefs, 👁 in the false dialogue of the World Wars.

The lies consisted of intelligence and intensions Pre, During & Post-War. With this action, we were
evidently delivered a sense on who's in power over Europe. As NATO soldiers (according to former military officers and
soldiers) acted

as a police force on the grounds of Kosovo, the Muslims now possessed ability and allowance to

ethnically cleanse the Orthodox Christians from their own houses and neighborhoods throughout Kosovo. It
appears powerful world-players now possessed safe ground to run their illegal drug- trafficking; not to mention
illegal immigration.

By the Grace of God, the countries of Europe were damaged, but survived this persecution. Nowhere, on
Earth has Christ reigned supreme for so long, as He’s done in Europe; repeatedly saving her peoples.
Only these factions of a new world order [with one government, one currency, and 1 (Satanic) world religion] N.A.T.O.
and the European Union, weren't done yet. Recently, countries such as Greece, have been coerced into
monumental debt, resulting in a loss of control over their own land. Now, being performed on an unforgettable
magnitude against her people’s will: is the flooding of Arab, and additional African immigration. Somalians
have invaded and taken over a section of the historical city of Athens among elsewhere. Technically, they’ve
also enslaved peoples of Europe. It’ll be Europeans who must work hard to support of these Africans. Indeed,
the Europeans have become their servants!

What do people think, the enormous influx of Arab Muslims walked thousands of miles through the
desert, coming from Syria and/or Iraq? One reason for this, and undoubtedly performed purposely with evil
intentions, is the Israeli ethnic cleansing of Southern Syrian neighborhoods and entire villages. Israel attains
new land, inherits these towns, and celebrates the expansion of the Israel’s borders; then transports the Arabs
towards Europe. Another reason for this would be the ethnic cleansing of Palestinians town who’re also
relocated into Europe. We can only imagine the scale of genocide, referring to the Arabs that never make it into
Europe.
Why not kill them all? Perhaps, more humane and logical: why not simply transport them to another
Arab Muslim, or any other Muslim country? The entire Middle East, most of Africa, and any other options
remain as an option here. European countries have little land and small populations. This option taken by Israel,
the E.U; and the U.S.A. taxpayers for financing operations, (this is how Israel operates), would only be taken for one
reason – to make the European culture and heritage itself, extinct. In Sweden the leaders are even encouraging
the Muslim men to rape Swedish girls! Due to the large number of rapes occurring in this manner, these Muslim
men were attracting too much negative attention and awareness to this situation. Conversely, television and
newspapers are no longer allowed by law to identify the perpetrators as Muslims. The total population of

Sweden before this recent upsurge was less than 10 million. How many more generations will Swedish people
who’ll be pictured as Swedish people from Sweden are left?

Just in case Israel and their Muslim allies (although, in the U.S. they’re portrayed as enemies) slow down on the rapes
and bombings, there’s another deadly weapon being used; another weapon originated from Satan.

Let's also analyze one disgusting issue of concern which involves the American help of destroying
Europe; and Russia.
Since the U.S. used Marines and a great multitude of paid Mercenaries secured the Opium Fields of
Afghanistan for the C.I.A; an all-out war on drugs has begun. Russia and Europe are being purposely flooded

with historical amounts of heroin, for the destruction of their societies. Naturally, this was the cause of a small
national military force in Afghanistan, wherefore, contractors (paid mercenaries) would be far more vital in the
transport of illegal drugs. For instance, contractor planes and boats which return to the Americas, don’t require
an inspection in relation to which military vehicles are subjected too.
† *Example of threatening unity: A large amount of White Christian Europeans would eventually
become united in their epic battle against these gutless and sinful Globalists. This, is what the financial-elite
fear the most.
Henceforth, the Antichrist cannot permit any substantial unity to exist; and therefore, they subsidize this
variety of factors for accomplishing the subversion of Europe and America. Additionally, we simply have many

rich and greedy human-beings, becoming richer off the drug-trade. Their greed only allows their brain to only
reflect upon the time-frame, they’ll personally, abide upon Mother Earth. Afterwards, now richer than
previously, the money blinds them from any thoughts on the afterlife. The only goal’s more money, and the rich
becoming richer if a cycle that exists in the lives of those spawned from Satan.
Strength in unity. Unity through faith. - was the slogan in the late Middle-Ages and specifically
during the commencement of the so-called Enlightenment.

